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Triple Translocation Triumph by Richard Robbins 

Forty tīeke (saddleback) and forty pōpokatea (whitehead) from Tiritiri        

Matangi in the Hauraki Gulf are the latest species to be translocated to the 

pest-free islands of Ipipiri. The Project Island Song partnership between local 

community group, Guardians of the Bay of Islands, Te Rawhiti Hapū (Ngāti 

Kuta and Patukeha) and the Department of Conservation celebrated this 

complex release on 30 May. 

The tīeke were divided between Urupukapuka and Moturua Islands to bolster 

a similar release earlier this year, while the pōpokatea release was the first for 

Motuarohia (Roberton) Island. The 

birds were accompanied by Mana Whenua from Tiritiri-Matangi and  

welcomed by Te Rawhiti Hapū at each of the three release sites. 

The event was attended by Air New Zealand Environment Trust     

trustee Ruud Kleinpaste who was warmly welcomed at a powhiri at Te 

Rawhiti where he said he “saw the strength of the project through the 

aroha and wairua on the marae. This is where conservation starts”. 

Other high profile attendees were Northland MP Winston Peters, MP 

for Napier, Stuart Nash and Peeni Henare MP, from Tamaki Makaurau.  

Andrew Kelly from Motuarohia Island 

“It’s great to celebrate the arrival of the 

pōpokatea after many years of forest  

restoration work, especially now that we 

have our conservation covenant in 

place.” Photo: Ana Mules. 

Pōpokatea (whitehead).  

Thanks to the island landowners,            

volunteers  and organisations such as Air 

New Zealand Environment Trust,        

Foundation North, Carters Kerikeri, North-

land Toyota, Bay of Islands – Fullers 

GreatSights and Explore Group, without  

their help these translocations would not 

be possible. 

Ruud Kleinpaste and Pokaihau Short releasing a  

pōpokatea  on Motuarohia. (Roberton Island). 

Photo: Dean Wright 
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Bringing back the birdsong—note by note  

Tena koutou katoa  

What a busy time we’ve had: Species translocations, winter planting, education programme, weedbusters, pest 
control and biosecurity. And what a wonderful effort from our project coordinators, Project Island Song    
partners, landowners, sponsors, volunteers...the list goes on. You’ll read all about this in our newsletter. 

So what do we have coming up? Most importantly, on-going monitoring – of all kinds. We need to make sure 
the tīeke and pōpokatea are settling in well, and find out how the previously returned species (pateke and 
toutouwai) are doing. If you are interested in helping with bird monitoring please contact us at volun-
teer@projectislandsong.co.nz. 

Our island biosecurity programme has targeted rats and stoats, but there was an  undetected cat on  
Urupukapuka this summer that came off a local boat, so we have some work to do here. Te Tangi o Te Ata, the 
mainland pest control programme, continues to reduce the chance of pests reinvading the islands. This         
collaborative programme is a good working model of which we are proud to be part of. We have a niggling 
question though - Why are our ship rat catch numbers on the mainland so high and yet at the end of each 
breeding season several Norway rats turn up on the islands? Where are they coming from? How are we missing 
them on the mainland? A puzzle that we hope to solve. 

Nga mihi nui Fleur Corbett (Chair)    Feedback to: chair@projectislandsong.co.nz  

I arrived home to Rawhiti after four nights away with my 

fellow kin, chasing our dream of one day walking the  

islands of Ipipiri to the sounds that replicate the lovely 

birdsong of Tiritiri Matangi, to enjoy seeing our moko, 

the next generation, experience Aotearoa as it once was.  

Tiritiri Matangi made this all happen.  Many of the hapu 

(Ngati Kuta and Patukeha)did not want an air drop on 

the seven moutere (islands). Fleur Corbett, then working 

for DOC, took a busload of our two hapu down to stay 

overnight with Ngati Manuhiri and visit Tiritiri. It was 

that visit that convinced our kaumatua and kuia to go 

ahead with this restoration project. Imagine where we 

 would be now if that trip and those connections had not 

been made.  

It has been a very humbling experience for us to catch and 

handle these manu. I would like to thank all the Guardians 

Trustees for giving us the ability to follow our dream. Thank 

you to Richard Robbins and Terri Dent (our cook) and to 

Fleur for your understanding and support, for your ability in 

listening to our hapu and encouraging us all to work together. 

And to Kevin Parker, who in his quiet calm manner guided 

us along, to DOC for their support and the good volunteers 

of Tiritiri. Thank you all on behalf of the kai mahi and hapu. 

Mauri ora. Arohanui 

Bringing the manu (birds) back to  Urupukapuka Island  
by Blandy Witehira 

Tangata whenua welcoming tīeke (saddleback) back 

to Urupukapuka Island. Photo: Pauline Moretti. 

Helicopter arriving at Ohutpou Bay, Moturua Island. 

Photo: Pauline Moretti. 
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“Project Island Song—Best conservation project on the planet!” 
      

Another giant rat caught on Motuarohia (Roberton) Island 
by Fleur Corbett 

From left: Cody (DOC rodent dog), Ange 

Newport (DOC biosecurity ranger) and  Terri 

Cottier (Motuarohia (Roberton) Island    

manager) with the latest Norway rat caught 

on the  island.    Photo: Guardians of the Bay 

of Islands. 

Two rats have been hunted on the islands this breeding season. A large male Norway rat on Motuarohia Island 
that has been eluding us for over eight weeks has finally been caught. But it took some creative problem solving 
from a clever human/canine team.  

 

It was first day back on the job for Ange Newport and her rodent dog Cody – after working away on the 
Chathams. On Motuarohia, Cody picked up the scent - down a hole under a stump. Ange, fellow DOC ranger 
Adrian Walker and Terri and Jim Cottier from the island, hatched a cunning plan to flush the rat without it 
eluding them once again. The stump was surrounded by a thick patch of agapanthus around which they      
constructed a corral of available materials. Once everything was in place, the rat was flushed.  Ange, Adrian and 
Cody within the enclosure were diving in all directions - but the thick agapanthus gave good cover for the rat 
until it could retreat back down its hole.  The team then decided to trim the agapanthus and dismantle the 
stump.  Terri donned her safety gear and took to it with a chainsaw. Not impressed at this latest imposition our 
rat once again left the safety of its hole. This time, far more visible with no agapanthus cover, it was humanely 
dispatched. 
 
The rat was 440 grams, around the same size as last year’s giant on the same island who made national news. At 
this size, they barely fit into the traps we set. And incidentally, it was Ange’s first day back from another stint 
on an island (18 months on Macquarrie) that they caught that one. 
There has also been indication of a rat on Urupukapuka (dog interest and tracks in tunnel) but these signs have 
now dropped off. Poison was laid and biosecurity monitoring is still in place, but with no sign now for over a 
month, it may well have left.  
 
Mainland pest control continues to reduce the potential for rats to swim to the islands. Ship rats are the pre-
dominant catch on the mainland. But its Norway rats who turn up on the islands from time to time, which still 
has us scratching our heads. 
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Bringing back the birdsong—note by note  

Planting  with a cast of  thousands (of  plants) by Rod Brown 

A busy five-planting season. Previously, only three 

plantings a year have been organised. Despite a four 

and a half month dry period since Christmas 2014, all  

plantings have thrived with few losses. 

This year we planted 1700 plants at Squid Bay, 

Urupukapuka, adjacent to Ihumatea Bay where we have 

planted for three years. This has been very successful 

and worth visiting if you have the chance. Squid Bay 

planting was in kikiyu pasture using pioneer species - 

hardy plants of the limited number of species 

which can tolerate full sun and no shelter. Eighty

-seven planters were transported out by Fullers 

GreatSights ferry once again, for which we are 

very grateful. Very good soil softened by a good 

amount of rain made the task easy and it was 

finished by lunchtime. 

Enhancement plantings were carried out in three 

sheltered valleys on Moturua: Frenchman’s Line, 

and the Waiiti and Homestead catchments.                             

Enhancement planting makes use of the existing kanuka 

canopy which is approaching the end of its life, the 

thinning canopy providing filtered light for forest     

species, either not represented or poorly represented, 

on the islands. Such plantings speed up natural         

succession. The southern half of Moturua has Ipipiri’s  

most diverse flora and is evolving naturally quite      

rapidly, but forest tree species are limited 

to a few kohekohe, towai,  puriri and 

small totara. In the absence of kukupa, 

which have no good reason to fly to our 

islands yet, taraire, tawa, titoki, kahikatea,  

pigeonwood and its favourite food, miro, 

may not arrive naturally. We also plant  

tree fuchsia, kowhai, five finger, pate, 

putaputaweta and wineberry, good food 

for kukupa as well as the smaller birds: 

tui, waxeyes and bellbirds which, we 

hope, will self-introduce. 

(Front) Anthea Goodwin planting in 

Squid Bay. Photo: Pauline Moretti 

Tom Lindsey at Squid Bay.         

Photo: Pauline Moretti 

Alejandra and friend planting a new generation 

of plants.in Squid Bay. Photo: Pauline Moretti 

Planting at Squid Bay was a highly successful 

group effort this year. Photo: Pauline Moretti 
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“Project Island Song—Best conservation project on the planet!” 
      

We are now into our second year of Project 

Island Song Kids Restore floating classroom, 

with five local primary schools returning and 

one new school, Paihia Primary.  

This year we have a designated planting area at 

Urupukapuka Bay which was fenced early on in 

the year for us by Rana and Charlie Rewha, this 

allows us to have an on-going planting area for 

the children for years to come. The planting 

area covers a variety of habitats from wetlands 

through to conifer and broadleaf forest. As well 

as planting the children have made rat traps, 

tracking tunnels and roosting boxes for the 

newly-released tieke.  

 This year our educator is Pauline Moretti. Pauline 

comes to us with a Department of Conservation 

background as well as being a fully qualified    

teacher. Her enthusiasm for conservation and 

teaching is a huge benefit to our project and is  

evident in the interaction and learning the children 

are showing on our trips.    

Part of the program is to have two week pre- and 

post-trip lessons in school. We have been         

impressed at the knowledge that already exists 

with the children and their eagerness to be        

involved. As it is our second year, children from 

last year take on leadership roles and are proving 

to be great mentors for the new children coming 

into the programme.  

In our post-trip lessons the children present 

us with the information they have learnt 

from the trip as well as on-going research 

they do in school; these presentations have 

been in all forms from thank-you letters 

through to powerpoints and poems. The 

standard of presentation has been very high 

and the advocacy of the children passing on 

their knowledge to family members, peers 

and the wider community is exciting. 

Pauline Moretti with the Kids Restore floating classroom 

aboard Explore’s vessel, D3. Photo: Theresa Vujcich. 

Kids Restore Floating Classrooms by  Theresa Vujcich 

Theresa Vujcich with the Paihia  School  children enjoying a day 

out at Otehei Bay with the Kids Restore floating classroom.  

Photo: Guardians of the Bay of Islands. 

Paihia School  children learning how to construct 

tracking tunnels  which will be used on the pest-

free islands. Photo: Pauline Moretti. 
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“Project Island Song—Best conservation project on the planet!” 
      

Towai (Weinmannia silvicola) is not distinctive and majestic compared to 

kauri and rimu. It can even be described as non-descript, however, 

this tree is a common component of our forest canopy north of  

Auckland. Its close relation, kamahi (Weinmannia racemosa) is found 

south of Auckland.  

Towai is among the 200 New Zealand plants with a distinct juvenile 

leaf form, an unusual feature even in a world-wide context. The adult 

leaf has up to three leaflets, 4 to 7cm long; the juvenile form is a spray 

of about 10 pairs of toothed leaflets this specie very difficult to      

distinguish from makakaka (Ackama rosefolia), a small tree from the 

same  family as towai. Both trees grow together in the northern     

forests. Makamaka leaves are more sharply serrated; often pinkish  

underneath and also have domatia (small pits beneath the leaf at the 

midrib and vein junction).  

Towai has white, sometimes pinkish flowers in racemes similar to  

hebe and flowers profusely in late spring and early summer when it is 

highly attractive to bees.  Towai occurs naturally on the islands of  

pipiri with a few flowering specimens on Moturua in the  upper 

Frenchman’s Valley. Barbara Parris reports that there is a large     

specimen by Zane Grey’s cottage in Otehei Bay, numerous seedlings 

on the track to Ferrier’s cottage and several young trees in the manuka 

behind Otehei Bay; she has also sighted it on Motukiekie.  Makamaka was not previously recorded on the islands but we 

have planted it on Urupukapuka and Moturua. Makamaka has not been recorded on the islands. We are planting both 

species. Maybe with enough  towai to supplement the plentiful manuka and kanuka there could  be a future Ipipiri honey 

industry!  

Everyone knows this distinctive fast-growing shrub or small tree, with its 

violet flowers, orange fruits and grey-green leaves that smell          un-

pleasant when bruised. This weedy tree is also known as woolly  or  

woody nightshade. It is common along roadsides and in neglected areas, 

including gardens. The ripe fruits, about 1 cm diameter, are very        at-

tractive to birds; larger birds eat them whole, while silvereyes peck out 

the 1-2 mm diameter seeds. 

On Ipipiri, tobacco weed is one of our target species because it will 

shade out native seedlings establishing under a tea tree canopy and 

quickly establishes in the lightgaps formed when wattles and tea tree 

blow over. There are significant tobacco weed populations on Moturua 

and Urupukapuka, with smaller populations on Motuarohia, Motukiekie 

and Waewaetorea. When native plants are established under tea tree and 

in clearings, tobacco weed is unable to establish, so our aim is to        

encourage a dense cover of native plants as soon as possible by          

removing weedy ground cover: ginger, mist flower and Mexican devil. 

Know your plants by Rod Brown 

Flowering towai . Photo: New Zealand Native 

Plant Conservation Network. 

Tobacco Weed by Barbara Parris  

Tobacco weed  can be killed by ring-

barking. Photo: Barbara Parris. 
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1 Year Trap Sponsorship - Help Keep the Islands Pest-free 
Sponsor a rat trap on the mainland for twelve months and be part of the best conservation project on the  
planet! Your trap will help keep rats from getting to the islands. Your trap  sponsorship certificate will be 
emailed to you with the trap’s GPS co-ordinates. Quarterly trap catch updates will be listed on the Project    
Island Song  website www.project islandsong.co.nz. 

       Trap sponsorship: $25                        Donation: $........................ 

NAME:                …………………………………………………………………………………………………  

ADDRESS: ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

EMAIL:  …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

PAYMENT METHOD: Cash/Cheque  P O Box 367 Paihia or Direct Credit to: BNZ  A/c 020386 0008856 002 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Bringing back the birdsong—note by note  

Tobacco weed continued. Small tobacco weed plants can be pulled out easily when the soil is damp, but then need 

to be hung up because they will make roots all along their green stems if left on the ground. Medium-sized 

plants, up to 2 m high, should be cut down at ground level and the stump pasted with Vigilant gel. Large 

plants, up to 30 cm diameter, can be ring-barked and treated with Vigilant, or scarfed (broad wedges cut out of 

the trunk) and the cut areas covered with Vigilant. 

The Island Weedbusters have completely cleared tobacco weed from some areas, e.g. under the wattles on the 

hill behind Homestead Bay on Urupukapuka, but the battle continues! 

The Northland Green Gecko (Naultinus  grayii) is a beautiful little native lizard   

under serious threat in Northland; there are very few people who will ever see one 

in the wild. Predators such as rats, stoats, weasels and cats have had a devastating 

effect on gecko populations; loss of habitat has also been a major contributing  

factor in their decline.  

After World War Two, massive areas of manuka and kanuka were crushed and 

burned, often to provide farmland for returning troops, this so- called non-

productive wasteland was, in fact, prime green gecko habitat, I am sure geckos 

were lost in their thousands at this time, and even today, little thought is given to 

the poor gecko when clearing land. However, the news is not all bad, in spite of the 

cards being stacked heavily against them, small numbers have survived in some 

surprising places. There are small pockets of scrubland which may have never been 

cleared or burnt over where it is still possible to sight one of these charismatic        

lizards, but even in these relatively safe havens numbers are still in rapid decline.  

Preservation of habitat and on going  predator control is the least we can do for the survival of this species on the main-

land. Mating takes place from September to November and the  young are born live during late winter but they do have 

a low reproductive output precluding more than one clutch per year. In the wild green geckos usually only have two 

young a year so any loss is quite serious. 

This gecko is arboreal, spending much of its time in the foliage of small- and medium-sized bushes and trees such as 

manuka and kanuka. They will climb out to the fine twigs at the top of the bushes to sun bask and feed on the various 

insects found there, as well as the nectar from flowers. The Northland Green can be found as far south as the southern 

Bay of Islands and can be recognised by its pink to red tongue and blue mouth in contrast to the Auckland Green 

Gecko with its blue tongue and blue mouth. It will be interesting to see to what degree of intermingling is happening  

between these two species near their boundaries. 

The Northland Green Gecko  
by  Roger Chignell 
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How You Can Help... 

Project Island Song—helping the islands of  Ipipiri sing again 

Project Island Song is a partnership between the Guardians of the Bay of Islands Incorporated (a voluntary      

community group), Rawhiti hapu Ngati Kuta and Patukeha, as kaitiaki, and the Department of Conservation 

(DOC).  

The aim of Project Island Song is to restore ecological balance to a group of islands in the Bay of Islands,  known 

as Ipipiri. For many years there has been growing concern about the decline in islands’ biodiversity. Now, there is 

an opportunity for people to restore them by combining  energies, talents and cultures.  

Project Island Song Partner Contacts: Guardians—Fleur Corbett chair@projectislandsong.co.nz; Hapu—Blandy    

Witehira blandyw@hotmail.com ; DOC—Adrian Walker awalker@doc.govt.nz  

Winter 2015   Island Twitter  

• Join the Project island Song Weedbusters and deal to 

those weeds! Contact: Barbara Parris on               

barbara2parris@gmail.com 

• Project Island Song is now on Facebook so join up 

as a Friend and keep in touch. 

https://www.facebook.com/Project.Island.Song   

• Get yourself onto the volunteer list and go out and 

enjoy the pest-free islands with a bit of not-so-heavy 

labour thrown in as well.                                     

Contact: volunteer@projectislandsong.co.nz  

• Learn more about the project by going on-line to 

www.projectislandsong.co.nz or sending an email to: 

info@projectislandsong.co.nz 

• Cut out the rat trap sponsorship form in this      

newsletter and get rid of rats on the mainland.                                                   

E-mail: infor@projectislandsong.co.nz 

• Join up—your membership of the Guardians of the 

Bay of Islands will help keep these islands pest-free. 

E-mail info@projectislandsong.co.nz 

• Get involved with events and exhibitions— send an 

e-mail to: info@projectislandsong.co.nz 

• Become a summertime roving volunteer, walking the   

islands and talking to visitors about the project.        

E-mail: volunteer@projectislandsong.co.nz  

• Give a tax deductible donation to the Guardians of 

the Bay of Islands Incorporated— you will be     

helping to bring endangered birds back to the      

islands! Contact: chair@projectislandsong.co.nz 

• When you visit the islands of the eastern Bay of   

Islands—STOP, CHECK (for pests) then GO ( & 

have fun!) 

Guardians of  the Bay Contacts 

Chair  Fleur Corbett     

  chair@projectislandsong.co.nz 

 

Restoration Richard Robbins    

  richard@projectislandsong.co.nz 

 

Volunteers Theresa Vujcich   

  volunteer@projectislandsong.co.nz 

 

Newsletter Helen Ough Dealy   

  newsletter@projectislandsong.co.nz 

Watch Out For  

Project Island Song is also protected by mainland pest   

control: Projects Strip and Points. John Booth (Eastern Bay 

of Islands Preservation Society) coordinates Te Tangi o Te 

Ata, the pest control efforts of landowners, managers,  

community conservation groups, and government agencies 

along the eastern Bay of Islands resulting in improved    

natural biodiversity. Contact boothy3@yahoo.co.nz   

Te Tangi o Te Ata 

10—12 July Russell Birdman www.russellbirdman 

Spring  Bird survey – info@projectislandsong.co.nz  
 if you want to help 
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Thank you for supporting these companies and organisations  
that support Project Island Song  

Winter 2015   Island Twitter  

Kerikeri Shadehouse 

Volunteers 
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Thank you for supporting these companies and organisations  
that support Project Island Song  

Winter 2015   Island Twitter  

Corporate Membership 


